
YOUR POWER TYPE BLUEPRINT

Now that you know your POWER Type, it's time to get some clarity about what to do 
with it. 

This blueprint will guide you through questions that will help you make decisions to show 
up POWERfully every time you're in front of an audience.

(If you haven't uncovered your POWER Type, take my POWER Type Quiz first and find 
out!)
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PART 1: POWER TYPE QUIZ ANSWERS

Which POWER Type did you get?

Does it resonate with you? Why or why not?

Where in your life do you see these personality traits showing up?

Where do you need to make adjustments in how you show up?
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I recommend taking some time to fully describe this person as if she/he is
someone you know:

How would you style her/him?

What would her/his favorite color(s) be?

What words best describe her/him?

What are her/his dominant personality traits?

What kind of font would you expect on a website all about her/him?

What singers does she/he listen to most?
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PART 2: YOUR STRENGTHS

Make a list of everything you can think of that is a strength of yours. It doesn’t have to
relate to your singing/speaking/influencing:

What are you excellent at doing compared to other people?

Where or how do you shine more than other people?
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PART 3: YOUR PREFERENCES

What are your preferences in the areas of:

Music

Fashion

Topics/songs/plays, etc.

Stages you perform on

Performance opportunities 

Fonts & lettering 

Lingo
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PART 4: OUTSIDE INFLUENCE

Who do other people say you remind them of?

What do other people love about you? (in every respect)

What do other people think you do extremely well?

What are people’s first impressions of you?
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PART 5: FILTERS

We’re going to create filters now that you will run all your decisions through so you will 
always show up POWERfully.

1. The first filter is your newly identified POWER Type 
2. The second filter is your Strengths profile 
3. The third filter is your Preference list 
4. The fourth filter is your Outside Influence factor 

If you'd like to go deeper on this, reach out to Katti Power at info@singwithoutlimits.com
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